
 ACTIVE 
GOVERNMENT 
ENVIRONMENTS



lounge & waiting rooms

Sleek, flexible options to suit whatever you need,  

from casual dining areas to formal waiting rooms.

conference & training rooms

Spaces that let groups of all shapes and sizes come 

together for discussion, education, and collaboration.

office & administration

Work spaces to put ideas into action, take care  

of to-do lists, and get some peace and quiet.  

courtrooms

Furniture options designed specifically for the judiciary 

process, from the judge’s bench to courtroom seating.
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Active governments depend 

on active environments.

New challenges arise in government every 

single day. But one thing remains the same: 

passionate people do whatever it takes to 

keep us all moving forward. They adapt to 

changes, answer the call to do more with less, 

and constantly find new, creative solutions, 

no matter how strict the confines. That 

commitment inspires us to create products 

for environments that are just as active and 

adept, making it easy to socialize, discover, 

collaborate, and focus.  
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behind the door / outside the door  

Casegoods and seating products 

to help get the work done.
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interact / welcome / dine  

Welcoming spaces that  

build community.
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foundation / support 

Essential spaces from the  

library to the courtroom.
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formal / casual 

Products for meetings  

of every type and size.
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SOCIALIZE
Places to take a break, have a 

meal, and have a conversation,  

with seating configurations that 

welcome you in and encourage  

you to stay a while.
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SOCIALIZE

interact / welcome / dine

moto

connect

fresco / jude / connect

strata / bepsace

richmond
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DISCOVER
Tables, seating, and smart support 

products for the essential parts of 

the government process, from the 

library to the courtroom.
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DISCOVER

foundation / support

prep / cym / vision

cruz / cym / prep

boston

boston

americana / custom table
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COLLABORATE
Formal, dignified, private 

conference spaces of all sizes,  

plus flexible, informal areas for 

more spontaneous collaboration. 
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collective conference / newton

COLLABORATE

formal / casual

brogan / harbor

vision / newton

connect / cym
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FOCUS
Casegoods and seating options  

on both sides of the office door that 

help you work through ideas in a 

comfortable, productive environment.
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FOCUS

behind the door / outside the door

brogan / harbor

finale / ria

flux / proxy

vision / newton / bespace

vision / proxy
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225 Clay Street 

Jasper,  Indiana 47546

800.457.4511 O

812.482.1548 F

js ifurniture.com

communityfurniture.com

JG.MPS.GOV.XX17.10000


